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In this talk, we study gravity in braneworld scenarios.

Randall & Sundrum, 1999
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Br
an

e BraneAdS slice

There is no horizon, it is easy to couple a field theory living on 
the brane to the bulk gravity.

Branes are heavy objects that backreact on the bulk geometry. 
Codimension-one branes have a rather mild backreaction. 

S = SBulk(gµ⌫) + SBrane(g
induced
µ⌫ )

For instance:



Backreaction

How to couple the brane worldvolume theory to gravity?

Branes of codimension greater than two typically create throats 
capped by horizons.

Probe branes

BranesHorizon

For a field theoretical approach see Cliff Burgess’ talk. Here we take a more stringy approach.
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For definiteness we consider D3-branes in 10D flat space. D3-
branes are extremal objects: they lie on top of the horizon.

ds2 = H(u)�
1
2 dxµdx

µ +H(u)
1
2

⇣
du2 + u2d⌦2

(5)

⌘

H(u) = 1 + L4/u4 L4 = 4⇡gsN↵02with: and

Probe D3-branes

Backreaction

D3-branes on 
the horizon

String coupling

Number of 
D3-branes
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Backreaction

The elementary degrees of freedom of the D3-branes are open 
strings.

Open strings on 
probe D3-branes

Open strings 
on backreacting 

D3-branes

Gravity couples to the open strings that extend in the bulk, 
rather than coupling to a field theory living on the branes.
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The open string proper length is infinite:

But its inertial mass is finite:

Open strings in D3-brane background

ds2 = H(u)�
1
2 dxµdx

µ +H(u)
1
2

⇣
du2 + u2d⌦2

(5)

⌘

H(u) = 1 + L4/u4 L4 = 4⇡gsN↵02with: and

Redshift
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Backreaction

The D-brane backreaction stretch the open strings length 
enormously.

In string phenomenology, 
we usualy think of the 
Standard Model particles 
as Planck size strings.

We propose that the 
S t a n d a r d M o d e l 
particles are infinitely 
long open strings. 

Elementary particles as infinitely long strings
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Strings vs point particles

To distinguish between strings and point particles, an experiment 
has to probe scales of the order of the string size.

The D-brane backreaction stretch the open strings up to an 
infinite proper length. Stringy effects may become visible at large 
scales.

≠

We will show that it is indeed 
the case for gravitational 
interactions.
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We want to understand gravity on the braneworld. As a first 
step, we compute the gravitational potential between two open 
strings.

Elementary 
particle on the 

braneworld

Tree-level 
graviton 
exchange
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The sections of the strings in the asymptotic 
region carry most of the inertial mass. Their 
contribution to the gravitational potential is 
the usual Newtonian potential.

In the following we focus on the sections 
of the open strings in the throat region.

E(r) � �G(10)
N

m2

r7

Two contributions to the gravitational potential
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How to compute the gravitational potential:
The example of point particles

We evaluate the action for one particle in the gravitational field 
created by the other particle.

S = �m

Z
ds = � (m+ E(r))

Z
dt

E(r) = �G(10)
N

m2

r7

ds2 = �
⇣
1� 2G(10)

N

m

r7

⌘
dt2 +

⇣
1� 2G(10)

N

m

r7

⌘�1
dr2 + r2d⌦2

8
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We evaluate the Nambu-Goto action for one string in the 
gravitational field created by the a stack of strings.

ds2 = L2

 
dz2 � dt2 + dr2 + r2d⌦2

(2)

z2
+ d⌦2

(5)

!

How to compute the gravitational potential:
The case of open strings
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Exact supergravity solutions for open strings ending on D3-
branes were found in                        . The gravitational potential 
between open strings was deduced in               .

D’Hoker, Estes & Gutperle, 2007

Computation of the gravitational potential

We can use linearized gravity to estimate the backreaction of the 
stack and deduce the potential. R.B., 2010

R.B. & Estes, 2011

The linear approximation 
breaks down here.
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E(r) = #
1

r

gs
N

NF1 + ...

We obtain for the gravitational potential:

• It goes like 1/r even though gravity propagates in 
10 non-compact dimensions.

• It is not proportional to the inertial masses of 
the strings.

Why ?

A surprising result

r
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Let us consider the gravitational potential created by a string 
using Newtonian gravity, in D-dimensional flat space:

Mass

V (r) / m

L

1

rD�4
V (r) / m

1

rD�3

r � L : r ⌧ L :

At distances larger than the 
string size, the string behaves 
like a point particle.

At distances smaller than the string size:
_The decay of the potential is slower
_The potential is proportional to the 
tension rather than the mass.

The gravitational potential created by extended objects

r L

m

Size

The open strings on backreacting branes are infinitely long.
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At large r, the contribution from the throat dominates. Open 
strings on backreacting D3-branes interact like infinite strings in 
5D, and not like point paticles in 10D.

In the asymptotic region, 
the strings interact like 
point particles.

E(r) � G(10)
N

m2

r7
+ ... E(r) � #

1

r

gs
N

NF1 + ...

In the throat, the strings interact like 
infinitely long objects:
_The decay of the potential is slower.
_The potential is not proportional to 
the masses.

Open strings as infinitely extended objects

Geometry: (Non-compact)5 x (Compact)5

The potential between infinite strings in 
5D goes like 1/r.
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D-brane configuration 
realizing the Standard Model

Compactification 
manifold

So far we discussed D3-branes in 10D flat space. We obtained the 
gravitational potential:

E(r) = #
1

r

gs
N

NF1 + ...

This is clearly not suitable for phenomenology. Let us now 
consider D3-branes in a four-dimensional compactification of 
type IIB string theory:
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About the graviton spectrum

In the probe-brane approximation:

CY6 ⇥ R1,3

We write graviton wave-function as: h
µ⌫

= h(CY6)
µ⌫

⇥ eipµx
µ

The geometry is 

The spectrum is discrete:
p20

Taking into account the D-brane backreaction:

The geometry is now M6 ⇥ R1,3 with M6 non-compact!

The spectrum is continuous:
p20

with a normalizable zero-mode. Verlinde, 1999Randall & Sundrum, 1999

M6

CY6

Probe-branes

D-brane throats
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The gravitational potential we computed previously receives an 
extra contribution from the four-dimensional mode:

G(4)
N = ↵04g2s/V

(6)

From the four-
dimensional mode

From the ten-
dimensional continuum

with

Volume of the 
transverse space

The D-brane backreaction induces a stringy correction to the 
Newtonian potential, that violates the equivalence principle.

The potential on a compact manifold

E(r) = �G(4)
N

r

✓
mM +

V (6)

L6

NF1
p
gsN

↵0

◆
+O

✓
1

r2

◆

p20

Are stringy braneworlds ruled out?
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Let us turn on temperature on the D-branes. The length of the 
throat is now finite.

Location of the horizon after 
backreaction of the stack of strings

The stringy correction to the Newtonian potential vanishes at 
distances larger than:

rT =
1

T

r
gs
N

Temperature saves the equivalence principle at large distances
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Zero temperature: the open strings are infinitely long.

Finite temperature: open strings have a finite length.

Gravitational potential on stringy braneworlds with compact 
transverse space: Summary

8r,

r � rT :

r ⌧ rT : E(r) = �G(4)
N

r

✓
mM +

V (6)

L6

NF1
p
gsN

↵0

◆
+ ...

E(r) = �G(4)
N

r
mM + ...

E(r) = �G(4)
N

r

✓
mM +

V (6)

L6

NF1
p
gsN

↵0

◆
+ ...

The stringy correction 
vanishes at large distances
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Experimental tests for stringy braneworld scenarios

Notice that: T ⇠ 1K ) rT ⇠ 1

T
⇠ 1mm

Test of the equivalence principle 
at very low temperature

T ! 0

The equivalence principle would 
be violated at small distance. The 
critical distance gets larger as 
the temperature decreases.

Much bigger than the string scale!
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So far we took a rather heuristic approach to couple the brane 
theory to gravity. String theory is known to be a rigid framework. 
What does string theory predicts exactly?

=

=

Open string 
vertex operators

Additional 
boundaries

D-branes 
tadpoles

The D-brane backreaction results from the condensation of the 
D-brane tadpoles:
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Perturbative treatment of the D-brane tadpoles

Let us assume that     is small, as it should be in a realistic 
context. Consider the ratio of string diagrams:

gsN

= gs N ⇥ ...

From the additional 
boundary

From the Chan-
Paton indices

Consequently it is usually argued that the D-brane backreaction 
can be neglected. Then the gravitational potential would be:

E(r) ⇡ ⇡ G(10)
N

m2

r7

This argument is dangerous
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E(r) = +

gsN ⌧ 1

Comparing different contribution to the potential

This coefficient is much 
larger than this one 
when

However at large  
the corrective term 
is always bigger than 
the first term.

Probe-brane 
approximation

Corrections from backreaction

G(10)
N m2 1

r7
#
1

r
+ ...

r
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To compute accurately the gravitational potential, we need to 
sum an infinite series. The usual definition of open string theory is 
helpless, even at small        .

We need a perturbative definition of string theory in the true 
vacuum, where the D-branes tadpoles have condensed. Such a 
definition is not yet available.

gsN

About perturbative open string theory

=

Sigma-model 
on flat space

Sigma-model on D-
brane background ?
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• We discussed a new proposal to couple brane theory to 
bulk gravity. Elementary particles are infinitely long 
strings.

• We described experimental tests for such scenarios: the 
Newtonian potential gets corrected at small distances 
and low temperature.

• We argued that these are generic features of string 
theory braneworld scenarios.

Conclusions
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• The explicit computation for the gravitational potential 
was performed for D3-branes. The same logic can be 
used for any braneworld: in all cases, gravity sees the 
elementary particles as infinite strings. What is the 
potential?

• What is the low-energy gravitational action on the brane?

• How to define perturbative string theory on backreacting 
D-branes?

Open questions
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Long-term prospects

• We expect any consistent theory of gravity to 
realize the holographic principle. 
How is it realized in string theory away from the 
AdS/CFT decoupling limit? 

• Can we compute the black hole entropy at non-
zero string coupling, generalizing

Understanding the open string theory on backreacting D-branes 
is also important for formal questions in string theory:

Strominger & Vafa, 1996

‘t Hooft, 1993 Susskind, 1994

?
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Thank you



Low energy effective actions

In the probe brane approximation, the system is 
well described at low energy by an effective action:

Taking into account backreaction, we have:

An effective action for the bulk theory

An effective action for the brane theory

But the sum of these action does not captures correctly 
the gravitational interaction between open strings.

Gravity sees open strings as infinite objects.

On the other hand, open strings are seen as point particles from 
the brane. There should exists a 4D gravitational effective action.

S = S10D
Bulk + S4D

Brane

S10D
Bulk

S4D
Brane



Probe
approximation

Including
backreaction

Bulk interactions 
see open strings as:

Point particles in 10D Infinite strings in 5D

Brane interactions 
see open strings as:

Point particles in 4D Infinite strings in 5D

Interactions mediated by open strings

I argued that the probe-brane approximation is not reliable to 
study interactions mediated by closed strings at small        .gsN

On the other hand, interactions mediated by open strings are not 
stronly affected by the D-brane backreaction.

Different

Equivalent



We know from AdS/CFT that we can also compute the gauge 
potential in a similar way. Rey & Yee, 1998 Maldacena, 1998

Comparison with the gauge potential

For the gauge potential, we consider a single 
string hanging from two points of the 
boundary and never reaching the horizon.

For the gravitational potential, we consider 
straight strings that extend up to the horizon.

E(r) = #
1

r

p
gsN + ... E(r) = #

1

r

gs
N

+ ...



Gauge vs gravity effects

Closed string exchanges can always be re-interpreted as open 
string loops:

Consequently on a string theory braneworld, what we want to 
call gravity may be ambiguous.

The gravitational potential we computed simply results from the 
tree-level graviton exchange between open strings.

⇔



Let us estimate the importance of the violation of the 
equivalence principle:

E(r) = �G(4)
N

r

✓
mM +

V (6)

L6

NF1
p
gsN

↵0

◆
+O

✓
1

r2

◆

The correction to Newton’s law is large.

Masses of the 
elementary particles 

in string units

Our 
computation is 
reliable when 
this is small

V (6) & VCY6 + L6

Apparent violation of the equivalence principle

) L6/V (6) < 1

mM
V (6)

L6
NF1

p
gsN

↵0

= m
M

NF1
↵0 ⇥ L6

V (6)
⇥ 1p

gsN



ds2 = H(u)�
1
2 dxµdx

µ +H(u)
1
2

⇣
du2 + u2d⌦2

(5)

⌘

The geodesic distance between the strings goes to zero near the 
horizon.

The distance between the strings

This explains why the sections of the open strings in the throat 
contribute more than expected to the potential.



⇒ We have non-zero tadpoles for the bulk fields:

The D-branes backreact.

� 6= 0
� 6= 0 etc.

The open string theory

It is defined in terms of a 2D CFT on worldsheets with 
boundaries.

One-point functions for the bulk operators are non-vanishing.

Neglecting the tadpoles is not always reasonable.



The near-horizon closed string theory 
is equivalent to N=4 SYM, which 
differs from the open string theory.

•The massive open string excitations 
are missing.

•How to describe the coupling 
between the open and closed strings?

The holographic closed string theory

D3-branes throat


